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Abstract
Rapidly exploring Random Tree (RRT) path
planning methods provide feasible paths between
a start and goal point in configuration spaces
containing obstacles, sacrificing optimality (eg.
Shortest path) for speed. The raw resultant paths
are generally jagged and the cost of extending
the tree can increase steeply as the number of
existing branches grow. This paper provides
details of a speed-up method using KD trees and
a path smoothing procedure of practical interest.
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Introduction

Figure 1: Basic RRT simulation in a small environment

Robotic path planning is the process of discovering
obstacle-free paths from points in free-space to nominated
goal locations. Most past path planning has concentrated
on finding such paths, which fulfil optimality criteria such
as shortest path, least time path or least energy usage path.
Both Euclidean (real number) space [Lozano-Perez and
Wesley, 1979] and tessellated spaces [Jarvis, 1985]
containing obstacles, goal, and start points have been used
for such analysis. More recently, relaxation of strict
optimality requirements in favour of safety (from
collision) and timeliness (of planning) have been of
practical interest and notions of feasibility have been of
more concern than strict optimality. The Rapidly
Exploring Random Tree (RRT) methodology dealt with in
this paper is concerned only with finding feasible paths
quickly in potentially high dimensional spaces. In what
follows the RRT algorithm and some of its computational
issues are dealt with along with a refinement which leads
to simpler (less convoluted) paths.
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The basic algorithm relies on a tree structure
being built (a forest) that contains the start point as its root
node, and eventually, the goal point as one of its leaves.
The simulation shown in figure 1 demonstrates the basic
RRT algorithm working in a simple environment with no
obstacles. The squares are the goal and start points, whilst
the jagged line is the resultant RRT path, whilst the
straight line is the algorithmically smoothed path. The
construction of the tree revolves around picking random
points in the environment, finding the nearest point in the
tree to this random point, then moving towards that point
an incremental distance. If the incremental movement
does not encounter an obstacle, insert the point as a new
node in the tree. Eventually, the newly inserted node will
be close to the goal node. Once this occurs, a path from
goal to start point can be made by traversing up the tree
until the root node is reached. Figure 1 shows a typical
result, including a path refinement to be described later. A
more formal description is presented in Algorithm 1.

RRT
Build a tree, with the start point as the root of the tree

The rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) approach to
path planning [LaValle, 1998] introduces the notion of
determining a planned path by selecting random points
within an environment and moving towards that point an
incremental distance from the nearest node of an
expanding tree. The movement from existing traversed
points to random points in the environment will lead to a
path that branches out somewhat like a tree, and will
cover most of the free space in the environment. A
planned path will be found once a branch in the tree
comes close the destination (goal).

LOOP ( until path found OR maximum nodes created)
- Choose a random point in the environment.
- Find the closest node in the tree to this random point, which
would be to calculate the nearest neighbour to this random point.
- Move from this node an incremental distance to the
random
point.
- If an obstacle is not encountered whilst moving to the new
point, add this new point to the tree stemming from the closest
node found.
END LOOP

Algorithm 1: Basic RRT
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new minimum distance becomes this distance. The search
area is then narrowed down using this new minimum
distance. All the elements stored in the priority queue are
required to be re-evaluated with this new search area.
Those elements that do not have a positive intersection
within the new search area will drop off the priority
queue, leaving only the ones that do. Eventually, the
search will finish when there are no remaining elements in
the priority queue. A formal description can be seen in
algorithm 2.

Overall, the RRT algorithm excels at exploring
free space in large environments, where conventional
algorithms prove to be computationally expensive.
Another benefit is that the algorithm is parallelisable,
unlike many conventional path-finding algorithms.
However, the algorithm does have a drawback. It
uses random points in the environment to build the tree.
The formation of the tree only ceases once the goal point
is found by one of the newly created nodes, or the
maximum number of nodes has been reached. This could
result in the tree containing 100 nodes or 100,000 nodes.
There are numerous strategies that can aid the
basic RRT algorithm to lower the average number of
nodes created, and hence help it to converge faster
towards the goal position. When the tree contains many
thousands of nodes, the nearest neighbour searches will
become increasingly expensive. There are also numerous
strategies to speed up the nearest neighbour calculations.
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NearestNode = RootNode
MinDist = Distance(RootNode, RandomPoint)
SearchBox .LeftTop = (Random.X – MinDist, Random.Y
– MinDist)
SearchBox.RightBottom = (Random.X + MinDist,
Random.Y + MinDist)
Priority = IntersectionArea (SearchBox, BoundingBox of
the root’s left child)
IF
(Priority
>
0)
THEN
PriorityQueue.Push(Root.LeftChild, Priority)
Priority = IntersectionArea (SearchBox, BoundingBox of
the root’s right child)
IF
(Priority
>
0)
THEN
PriorityQueue.Push(Root.RightChild, Priority)
LOOP (continuously)
IF ( Priority-Queue is empty) THEN
break the loop and return NearestNode
Node = Priority-Queue.Pop()
TempDist = Distance(Node, Random)
IF (TempDist < MinDist)
MinDist = TempDist
NearestNode = Node
SearchBox .LeftTop = (Random.X –
MinDist, Random.Y – MinDist)
SearchBox.RightBottom
=(Random.X+MinDist,Random.Y+ MinDist)
Priority-Queue.Resort( SearchBox)
Priority
=
IntersectionArea(SearchBox,
Node.LeftChild.BoundingBox)
IF
(Priority
>
0)
THEN
PriorityQueue.Push(Node.LeftChild, Priority)
Priority
=
IntersectionArea
(SearchBox,
Node.RightChild.BoundingBox)
IF
(Priority
>
0)
THEN
PriorityQueue.Push(Node.RightChild, Priority)
END LOOP
Algorithm 2: Nearest neighbour search using a KD tree

Nearest Neighbour searching

Searching through every node in a tree is computationally
expensive, particularly as the tree grows larger. An
alternate approach to finding the nearest neighbour is by
using a KD tree [Stern, 2002]. Due to the geometric
partitioning a KD Tree creates, performing a nearest
neighbour search does not require searching every node in
the tree, and thus the O(n2) performance of searching
every node in the tree is reduced to O(log n).
Every time a node is inserted into the KD-tree,
the geometric range that the node is contained in is stored
for that point. Therefore, for any node in the tree, all
nodes below a certain branch, can be described as being
contained within the geometric range or bounding box of
the branch in question. This is very useful when trying to
deduce whether a node is nearer to narrow the search for a
nearest neighbour.
To start the search a search range or bounding
box needs to be established, around the random point.
This range should be as large as possible. A good start
would be to make it surrounding the random point
(Random), using the distance from the random point to
the root node as a size measure. An important function
“IntersectionArea” will return the intersection area
between two bounding boxes. One bounding box will be
the search range bounding box, and the other will be the
bounding box of the current node under consideration. If
the intersection area is greater than zero, it indicates that
the bounding box of the current node is within range of
the specified search area. If it equals zero, it indicates that
the range of the node in question is not within the search
scope, and therefore, its children do not need to be
analysed.
If the intersection area is greater than zero, the
node that generated the positive intersection is inserted
into the priority queue. The priority queue will effectively
contain all nodes that have made a positive intersection
within the given search area. If the node under
consideration has a distance to the random point that is
smaller than the currently known minimum distance, the
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Smoothing RRT path

The resultant path calculated using the RRT algorithm is
at best very jagged. It would not be practical for a robot to
follow the path, as there are potentially many scenarios
where this would lead the robot in a backwards direction
(momentarily) from a direct path to the goal.
If a string was to be taken from the start point
and laid out following the calculated path to the goal, and
then the string was pulled taut such that the string bent
around any obstacles (but otherwise remained straight),
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the resultant path could be a possible minimum path.
Whilst the idea might seem rather simple visually, it is a
very complicated task computationally, and would negate
the computational benefits of using the RRT algorithm.
Nonetheless, some sort of smoothing operation needs to
be performed on the found path, to make it feasible for a
physical robot to follow, but not complicated enough to
impact the computational time complexity of the RRT
algorithm itself.
Instead of trying to find the best minimum path
from the calculated RRT path, it would be better to
smooth the resultant path just enough so that it would be a
practical route for a physical robot to travel. An algorithm
was developed which smoothed the path enough to allow
for practicality, without being too computationally
expensive. Its objective is to make a straight line from one
point along the resultant path to another, such that the
straight line does not encounter any obstacles. The
algorithm tests for straight lines from a node point in the
resultant path to another point further down the path.
The smoothing algorithm begins by pushing all
nodes that make up the calculated RRT path onto a stack
(PathList), starting from the found goal node. This is done
because it places the start node at the head of the stack, so
that every time a node is popped, the order of nodes
analysed is sequentially going from start node to goal
node. When the goal node is eventually popped off the
stack, the algorithm will terminate, without testing for a
straight line to goal. Therefore, in the initial construction
of the PathList stack, the goal node needs to be added
twice. A more formal description of the algorithm can be
seen in algorithm 3.

Figure 2: Basic RRT simulation in a large environment

Figure 3: Basic RRT simulation with a simple obstacle
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RTT Modifications

A possible modification to the basic RRT algorithm, as
proposed in [Kuffner and LaValle, 2000], would be to
alter the incremental distance taken by the algorithm on
each pass. Instead of moving an incremental distance to a
random point just once, keep moving towards it until it is
reached, or an obstacle is hit, as is more formally
described in algorithm 4.

LastNode = PathList.Pop()
NextNode = PathList.Pop()
LOOP ( until the PathList stack is empty)
IF( It is possible to draw a straight line from LastNode
to NextNode)
NextNode = PathList.Pop()
ELSE
The previous NextNode was successful in
the above test, so push that node onto the
MinimumPath stack.
Make the LastNode equal to this previous
NextNode.
END LOOP

Build a tree, with the start point as the root of the tree
LOOP (until path found OR maximum nodes created)
¾ Choose a random point in the environment.
¾ Find the closest node in the tree to this random point,
which would be to calculate the nearest neighbour to
this random point.
¾ Move from this node an incremental distance to the
random point.
LOOP (while we do not encounter an obstacle whilst
moving to this new point)
o Add this new point to the tree, stemming
from the node we just moved from.
o Move from this new point an incremental
distance to the random point.
END LOOP
END LOOP

Algorithm 3: Smoothing algorithm
The algorithm works by condensing the resultant
number of nodes to a few nodes joined by a straight line.
As can be readily noted from figures 2 and 3, the
smoothing algorithm takes the jagged RRT planned path
(red line) and smoothes it out (blue line). This procedure
requires negligible amounts of computational time since it
is calculating a minimal path using a linear search,
through a list, which is orders of magnitude smaller than
the actual tree size.

Algorithm 4: RRT Connect
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point, which is hidden behind an obstacle, and will keep
trying to reach the goal through the obstacle.
Return value: Cartesian point
Parameter: A bias value from 0.00 to 1.00
FUNCTION
{
Choose a random number from 0.00 to 1.00
IF (random number is greater than or equal to bias
value)
Return random point within environment
ELSE
Return Goal point
}
Figure 4: RRT-Connect simulation in a large environment

Algorithm 5: Biasing the random point towards goal

From the simulation shown in figure 4 in
comparison to figure 2 and 3, it is readily seen that the
RRT-Connect algorithm can cover larger areas of free
space with a smaller tree size than the basic algorithm.
The average node count for solutions was
literally halved when using the RRT-Connect algorithm as
opposed to the basic algorithm, which can be seen from
the graph in figure 5. The environment for this simulation
can be seen in figure 6, which involves a complicated
spiral obstacle. The RRT-Connect will be able to work its
way out of more complicated environments faster because
it will keep trying to reach the random point, as opposed
to moving only one incremental distance. The basic RRT
algorithm tends to clump nodes closer together as
opposed to spreading out via straighter lines.

Since the RRT algorithm uses randomness to
explore free space, the amount of nodes created for a
particular solution could vary substantially from
execution to execution. By using the above two
modifications in conjunction, it was possible to minimize
the large degree of variance between solutions.
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Discussion

Clearly the RRT can find feasible paths quickly. The
optimality of the path in terms of minimal length, least
time or minimal energy is not even considered. The
smoothing algorithm does tend to shorten such paths by
taking the ‘kinks’ out of them. Whilst optimality concerns
for known environments can be the basis of criticism of
the RRT method, such concerns can be reasonably
quashed in situations where the environment is initially
unknown and particularly when changing in time, since
there is no guarantee that a path considered minimal in
length to a goal within the context of partial knowledge
will turn out to, indeed, be a minimal path when more is
known about the environment. Generally, a robot would
be launched along a devised path, its environmental map
updated when possible and a new plan devised using the
current location as a start point. The optimality of a path
can, in such circumstances, be only judged in hindsight.
The speed of the RRT algorithm and its property
of rapid expansion recommending it for high dimensional

Bias

Figure 5: Comparison of Basic RRT vs. RRT Connect when
simulated using a spiral obstacle map

Another possible modification to the basic RRT
algorithm would be to bias the random point generated
[Bruce and Veloso, 2002] so that every so often, instead
of choosing a random point to move to, move to the goal
point instead. Simulations using algorithm 5 demonstrated
that this helped lower the average number of node counts
from solution to solution, especially when the tree was
near the goal point. Nonetheless, too much bias (over 20%
bias towards goal) would incur more computational time
when the environment contained complex obstacles. This
occurs because tree nodes are biased towards the goal
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path planning where many other methods are
computationally too complex to cope with real time
constraints regarding the control of robotic manipulators,
mobile robots or humanoids.
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regarding the use of inexact nearest neighbours to reduce
the cost of computation.

Future Work

The RRT algorithm, along with the various modifications
is able to calculate solutions to large environmental maps
very quickly, and most importantly, reliably. But most of
the computational time is spent on finding the nearest
neighbour. Simulations were carried out that used
approximate nearest neighbours, instead of exact, which
demonstrated similar results to that of exact nearest
neighbours. Further simulations showed that 99% of the
approximated nearest neighbours used were in fact half
the environment away from the exact nearest neighbour!
More needs to be done in these investigations. The
application of RRT methodology to situations with
initially unknown and possibly time varying environments
is another area for future research.
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Conclusion

This paper describes the RRT algorithm for a feasible
collision-free path discovery, shows how KD tree search
methods reduce the complexity of finding the nearest
neighbour of a newly introduced random point amongst
the nodes of an expanding tree (critical to the method) and
presents a path simplifying refinement. A number of
examples demonstrate the power of the method.
It is clear that the methodology can generate very
fast solutions for most obstacle and start/goal
configurations, but the number of branches of the
generated tree required for any given example is hard to
estimate. Also, further investigations are warranted
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